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Abstract 

Cloud Computing can be considered as a 
sort of new term with some decades works 
and researches On it, That has been founded 
on the basis of virtualization, Distributed 
computing, beneficial computing and many 
other of NewNetworking, web and Software 
services, which refers to service oriented 
structure, reducing information technology 
overhead for End user, high flexibility, 
reducing ownership total Cost, on demand 
service and many other things. Delivering 
logical, secure, fault tolerant and consistent 
Ultra-structure for internet application 
services is regarded as the main focus point 
of cloud computing. Such applications have 
different combinations in which, allocation 
policy and planning in cloud Ultra-structure 
for different devices and in variable working 
and energy conditions can be considered as 
its task. To simplify such process, in this 
paper we suggest cloudism: a general and 
widespread framework which makes 
modeling possible and revitalizesultr-
structure and cloud managerial services for 
us. 

Keywords: cloud computing, virtualization, 
information technology, modeling. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing in cyberspace structures  

 

 

1. Introduction 

and with decades researches in virtualization 
and distributed computing and newly 
networking, refers to service 
orientedstructure, reducing information 
technology overhead for end user ,high 
flexibility, reducing ownership total cost, on 
demand service and many other things. 
Cloud computing presentsultra-structure, 
plan as a service (PaaS), Software as a 
service (SaaS), which operates like 
description-Oriented services in a payments 
model to costumer. In industry, such 
services is represented as ultra-structure as a 
service (IaaS), Plan as a service (PaaS), 
Software as a service (SaaS).in February 
2009, it was declared that cloud computing 
has an Ambitious dream in computing as an 
application, the power of transferring a large 
part of information technology industry. 
Cloud is seeking to empowering next 
generation of data centers in such a way that 
users can access and manipulate data from 
anywhere they are, Especially in cloud 
computing mode, where accessing to 
ultrastructure suffers from paying in the 
right direction. Simulation approaches have 
considerable benefits, in such a way that 
allow cloud costumers to test their services 
in a repeatable and controllable 
environment. For and on behalf of supplier, 
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simulation environmentsallow evaluating 
different kinds of resource, preparing 
scenarios in lease of different time and 
value. With focus on profit improvement, 
such information can assist suppliers to 
optimize accessing to resources. Given to 
that neither of current approaches in 
simulating distributed systems does not 
produce an environment to be used by cloud 
computing community in a direct manner, 
we suggest cloudism: a general and 
widespread framework which not only  
facilitate  inexpensive modeling, but also 
make experiencing new cloud ultra-structure 
possible.  With cloudism, researchers and 
industry-oriented suppliers can focus on a 
special system plan and investigate what is 
read by such systems.  

2. Related works 

Such phrase can be explained like this:” a 
typical distributed and parallel system, 
which contain a set of interrelated virtual 
computers and is surveyed in an active 
manner, and also in accordance to service 
level agreements between consumer and 
supplier,is determined as an integrated 
computational resource. Computing power 
in a computational environment is supported 
by a set of data centers which generally are 
installed along with hundredsto thousands 
servers.In lower layers, there are massive 
physical resources which empower data 
centers. Such servers are observed with 
upper level virtual services in which, such 
services allows to share their capacities in 
between servers’ virtual distances.  Such 
virtual instances are separated from each 

other in such a way that helpsto obtain Fault 
tolerance behavior in a considerable manner. 

Social networks, game portals, economic 
utilities and scientific circumstances can be 
considered as new cloud applications in 
upper layer.  

3. Simulation 

In recent years, Grids has been considered as 
ultra-structures to represent services with 
high level operation for computation and 
functional application of data compression. 
To support research in this field and to 
complement new grid components, a variety 
of politics and grid simulations and like 
CridismSim Grid and gang sim have been 
presented. Sim grid can be considered as a 
simulation framework for distributed 
applications in grid layouts. Gangsim is a 
grid simulation tool, which supports 
prototyping grid-oriented organizations and 
virtual resources. Although the 
aforementioned virtual tools are able to 
prototype and simulate grid behaviors in 
distributed environments like grid 
organizations, but neither of them supports 
application and ultra-structures requirements 
of accounting layout, especially there is less 
support in available tools for simulating 
current virtual resources. In addition, clouds 
guarantee servicing in a payment model to 
consumer. Another aspect related to clouds 
is that research and development in 
applications and services of cloud 
accounting system is in its early stage. There 
are some important cases that need little 
examination in cloud software. Economic 
strategies for supplementing virtual 
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resources for input users, applications 
planning and design, exploring resources 
and integration of clouds are significant 
issues for cloud suppliers. 

4. Cloudism paradigm 

In the lowest level, there is java sim 
distributed event modeling engine which 
represent required core applications for high 
level simulation frameworks. The cloudism 
accomplished by planned development of 
core application is represented in sim grid 
leyer. Cloudism represents new support of 
simulating virtual cloud-centric data center 
environments like specific managerial 
distances for virtual machines, storage and 
bandwidth. Fundamental results like VM’s 
hosts provision based on user demand, 
managing accomplishing request and 
dynamic investigation is done in this layer. 
A cloud supplier which wants to examine 
different policies related to assigning its 
host; need to accomplish its strategies in this 
layer by the meanof core VM development. 
There is a clear distinction in how to assign 
a host to different adverse VM in cloud.  A 
cloud host can be shared simultaneouslyin 
between some VMs in which, applications 
are executed according to 
functionalQosattributes. The highest layer in 
simulation is user code that shows 
arrangements related to host application. 
Applications VMs, members and their 
applications type and interface design 
policies. A cloud application provider can 
represent a combination of application 
demand distributions and cloudcurrent 
application in this layer.  As cloud 

computing is in a research and quick 
development level, it is apparent that there is 
lack of certain standards, tools and 
approaches that can effectively put 
application level complexities and 
application ultra-structure.  Hence, in near 
future, in accordance to content,there will 
appear researches in science and industry 
areas, to determine central algorithms, 
policies and application benchmark along 
with the development of critical applications 
which has been presented by cloudism in 
before. Today, Researchers are able to 
accomplish tests according to special 
scenarios, which results in developing 
appropriate measures in all critical and 
important aspects in cloud. One of the 
decisions we make as cloudism is for 
reusing the current simulation and its 
framework. We have decided to examine 
benefits related to valid and previously used 
cased like java and grid sim, to move low 
level requirements for system. As java and 
grid simhave been used in research marginal 
shear in a widespread manner, their potential 
flaws also have been detected. 

4.1 cloud simulation 

The cloud related hardware ultra-structure 
services ispartly simulated with data center 
to move service requirement. Such 
requirements are functional elements in VM. 
This requires assigning an executive share to 
accomplish data center hosting. With 
processing VM, we prepare a set of 
operations related to VM preparing host fora 
VM, creatingVM, VM structure and VM 
transfer. Assigning special application VM 
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to hosts in a cloud-centric data center can be 
considered as part of a virtual machine 
supplier task. This portion prepares common 
methods for researchers, which according to 
optimization goals, is looking for 
accomplishing new VM provision measures. 
The common policy accomplished by VM 
supplier, is an ongoing policy, whichon the 
first basis, and assigns a VM to host. For 
such design, System parameters like the 
number of processor cores, memory and 
storage which are required by cloud user is 
determined from scratch. For every part of 
host, assigning processor cores to VMs is 
accomplished based on host assignment. 
This policy considered for the number of 
processor cores and the capacity of 
processors is effectively determined for VM. 
In Each portion of host,aportion planner VM 
is considered which for the sake of assigning 
cores to VMs, considers time and space 
sharing. Cloud system supplier can use 
VMportion plannerto experience more 
appropriate assignment measures. 

4.2 cloud market simulation 

To support services which act as a market 
pointer, it is critical to prepare possible 
sharing to cloud service providers and 
costumers among the coordination services 
.also, such services requires mechanism to 
determine service costs and pricing policies. 
Cost simulation and value is an important 
aspect, which must be considered in 
simulation in cloud. To simulate cloud 
market, 4 attribute related to communication 
in data center is considered: cost of each 
process,cost of each memory unit,cost of 

each storage unit and cost of each used 
bandwidth. 

5.Cloudism function ad design 

Data center: this class presents core ultra-
structure level services which are presented 
by resource supplier in a cloud computing 
environment. Such class, contain a 
collection of computational hosts which can 
be uniform or non-uniform. In addition. 
Every part of data center, initialize a general 
resource preparation, which contains a set of 
policies to assign memory bandwidth and 
storage tools. 

SAN Storage: this class, models a storage 
level network which usually is available for 
cloud data centers to store a large volume of 
data.  Such class executes a simple interface, 
which can be presented to space simulation 
and storage in every volume of data and in 
each time with every bandwidth.  

Data center interface: this class simulates 
an interface with responsibility to 
intermediatein between users and service 
providers and related to user qualitative 
requirements. Such interface act for only 
half of users and detect cloud service 
providers in cloud informational service, and 
then negotiate with them to assign resources 
which are in agreement with Qos. 

Virtual machine:this class simulates an 
instance which its life cycle management is 
from the responsibilities of a host. Every 
part of VMcan access to a part which stores 
VM related attributes like memory, 
processor, storage and internal planning 
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policy, which is developed form an abstract 
and summary portion and is called 
VMplanning. 

Cloud let: this class simulates cloud-centric 
usage services which are arranged in data 
centers. Cloudism represents application 
complexity as a computational requirement. 

BWProvider: this class is a summary and 
abstract class which is responsible for 
bandwidth-to-VM policies which are 
arranged in a host portion. The task of this 
portion is to assign bandwidth to a set of 
competitor VM arranged in data center. 

Memory supplier: this is a summary class 
which represents provision policy to assign 
memory to VMs. This part, represent 
policies to assign physical memory space to 
VMs. accomplishing and arranging VM on a 
host is only beneficial in memory provision 
portion ,which determines the host has a lot 
of free space required to combine newVM. 

VMsupplier:this class represents a 
summary of provision measures in which, a 
VM monitor is used to assign VMs to a host. 
The fundamental application of VM supplier 
is to select the current host in a data center 
which determine memory, space and and the 
existence of a VM arrangement. To access 
to optimized assignmentsin this portion 
More complex measures can be 
accomplished in a simple manner, for 
example selecting the host based on their 
ability in encountering with 
Qosrequirements like request time and 
budget. 

VM assignment policy: this is an 
abstractclass which is accomplished with 
host portion and is responsible for required 
policies for assigning processing power to 
VMs. The application of this class can be 
easily upgraded to increase its performance 
in specific processor sharing policies. 

5.1 entries and indexes 

In contrast to some hosts which are 
simulated in a data center, thetemporal 
environment needs to manage just 3 entries: 
as processing utilities unit is accomplished 
by VMs, so their promotion  must be 
upgraded and should be controlled after each 
simulation phase. To reach to this goal, we 
need an internal circumstance in accordance 
to development time for entry awareness and 
for ongoing circumstances. So at the time of 
simulation, each data center attains an 
approach for processing upgraded VMs for 
each host in system, to update process 
executed instructions among the VMs. At 
host level, executing upgraded VMprocess is 
affected by Grid Let processing approach in 
which, each VMisconvinced to upgrade its 
instruction unit status. Such approach has a 
similar logic like the one that exists for 
processing upgraded VMs. Before this 
method was named, VMswould return the 
next expected accomplishment time.  

6. Tests and evaluations 

In this section, we have presented tests and 
evaluations which are executed to evaluate 
cloudism quality and throughput in 
simulating cloud computation environment. 
To evaluate the general result in building a 
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simulated cloud computing environment 
which contains a separate data center, an 
interface and one user, we accomplish a set 
of operations. Some of such hosts which are 
in data centers vary between 100 and 10000. 
The goal is to evaluate computational 
requirement based on ultra-structure 
simulation. To test memory, as an initial 
instance and to execute cloudism 
environment, we completed the total 
physical memory space by the mean of host 
computer. The total delay in initializing 
simulation environment was the time 
differential in between the following 
circumstances: 

1. The time consumed in execution 
environment and for loading 
cloudism program. 

2. Prototype in cloudism subsidiaries 
and the components which were 
completely sampled and were ready 
to process circumstances.  

With considering the total time related to 
sampling, the exponential growth of host is 
considered. The initializing time for 100000 
machines is below 5 minutes which show 
the experiment scale. At the moment, we 
execute the cause of this behavior to avoid 
its occurrence in future version of cloudism. 
The next test is to survey the quality of core 
components in cloud sim when it is used to 
evaluate core elements like VMand unit 
execution. The simulation environment 
contain a data center with 10000 hosts, in 
which, each host has a separate CPU, 1 GM 
ram and 2 Terabyte storage. Planning policy 
for VMs had a common space which means 

a VM for each host in adeterministic time 
interval. After creating VMs, working units 
were divided into groups with 50 working 
unit in each group, and in 10 minutes time 
intervals. VM was arranged to use shared 
time and space policies and to assign 
working units to process cores. As expected, 
in space sharing mode in practice, we need 
20 minutes till we reach to a possible access 
to processing core. Anyway, in time sharing 
mode, the execution time of each task varies 
with increasing the number of working 
units. With using such a policy, the 
execution time is considerably affected; in 
such a way that process core is converted 
and modified among a list of planned tasks. 

7. Conclusions and future works 

Recent works and researches that has been 
accomplished to design and complete cloud 
technologies, is mainly focused and 
emphasize on determining new methods 
conditions, mechanisms and policies for 
managerial cloud ultra-structure. To test 
such new methods, researchers need to use 
tools which allow them to evaluate 
hypothesis in before real arrangement in an 
environment where the test is created. 
Especially in cloud computing mode, where 
accessing to ultra-structure suffers from 
payment in real circumstance, simile-centric 
methods present considerable benefits, in 
such a way that allow cloud supplier to 
evaluate their provision and service 
operations in a repeatable and controllable 
environment without paying any cost. To 
this end, we present cloudism system, a 
framework for sampling and assimilation 
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next generation clouds. Such framework as a 
tool with a  popularization trend allows to 
broaden and determine measures in all part 
of software execution, which make it 
appropriate as an researchical tool that can 
eliminate complexities related to simulated 
environments. As further works, we are 
planning to add new provisional measures 
and valuation to cloudism. To represent 
internal support for simulating current 
clouds, we also plans to prepare a support 
for simulated integrated network with 
emphasis and focus on designing and test 
flexible cloud application. 
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